A large reversal of zonal transport below the thermocline was observed over a period of 6 months in the western Pacific Ocean between 28S and the equator [from 26. , together with a realistic OGCM simulation of the tropical Pacific, was analyzed. The results of this study indicate that this reversal is the signature of intense annual variability in the subsurface zonal circulation at the equator, at the level of the Equatorial Intermediate Current (EIC) and the Lower Equatorial Intermediate Current (L-EIC). In this study, the EIC and the L-EIC are both shown to reverse seasonally to eastward currents in boreal spring (and winter for the L-EIC) over a large depth range extending from 300 m to at least 1200 m. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the annual cycle of subthermocline zonal currents at 1658E in the model is ;30 cm s 21 at the depth of the EIC, and ;20 cm s 21 at the depth of the L-EIC, corresponding to a mass transport change as large as ;100 Sv for the annual cycle of near-equatorial zonal transport integrated between 28Sand28N and between 410-and 1340-m depths. Zonal circulations on both sides of the equator (roughly within 28 and 5.58 in latitude) partially compensate for the large transport variability. The main characteristics of the annual variability of middepth modeled currents and subsurface temperature (e.g., zonal and vertical phase velocities, meridional structure) are consistent, in the OGCM simulation, with the presence, beneath the thermocline, of a vertically propagating equatorial Rossby wave forced by the westward-propagating component of the annual equatorial zonal wind stress. Interannual modulation of the annual variability in subthermocline equatorial transport is discussed.
Introduction
Surface circulation in the Pacific Ocean was described a few centuries ago from ship drift data recorded on board exploratory and commercial vessels (Black and Black 1853; Puls 1895) . Since that time, many studies have been published describing the mean surface current system and, sometimes, its variability. Past studies have been based on hydrographic measurements and geostrophy, Sverdrup and Ekman relationships (Sverdrup et al. 1942; Reid 1961; Wyrtki 1974; Kessler and Taft 1987; Picaut and Tournier 1991) , current meter moorings and drifting buoys (Reverdin et al. 1994) , and sea level horizontal gradients computed from tide gauges or altimetry data (Bonjean and Lagerloef 2002; Sudre and Morrow 2008) .
Subsurface circulation was documented much later than was surface circulation, with the main scientific investigations beginning in the middle of the twentieth century and obtained from oceanographic cruises conducted along cross-equatorial sections in the eastern (Cromwell et al. 1954; Knauss 1963; Hayes et al. 1983) , central (Burkov and Ovchinnikov 1960; Wyrtki and Kilonsky 1984; Kessler and Taft 1987) , and western (Rual 1969; Hisard and Rual 1970; Magnier et al. 1973; Delcroix et al. 1987; Gouriou and Toole 1993) tropical Pacific, as well as a few sections along the equator (Halpern 1980; Eldin et al. 1992) .
In contrast to upper-ocean currents, few ''deep'' current measurements were conducted in the equatorial Pacific before the mid-1980s (e.g., Hisard and Rual 1970; Eriksen 1981; Leetmaa and Spain 1981; Firing 1987) . The advent of ship-mounted and, most of all, lowered (attached to the rosette) acoustic Doppler current profiler (S-ADCP, L-ADCP) measurements considerably increased our knowledge of the three-dimensional circulation, especially for currents lying below the main thermocline (Firing et al. 1998; Rowe et al. 2000; Gouriou et al. 2006) . With roots in past zonal and meridional measurements, Fig. 1 sketches the assumed meridional distribution for the mean structure of the equatorial current system in the western basin (1658E), for which repetitive cruises were carried out over the past three to four decades (e.g., Delcroix et al. 1987; Gouriou and Toole 1993; Johnson et al. 2002) . Noteworthy among the subthermocline currents is that the westward-flowing Equatorial Intermediate Current (EIC) is found beneath the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and bounded meridionally by the North and South Subsurface Countercurrents (NSCC and SSCC). The EIC lies in the 250-500-m layer between approximately 28N and 28S, and slopes downward to the west with a maximum velocity core of the order of 10-20 cm s 21 (Hisard and Rual 1970; Firing 1987; Delcroix and Hé nin 1988; Johnson et al. 2002; Gouriou et al. 2006) .
At greater depths, a few observations suggest the presence (between 600-and 1200-m depths) of a distinct equatorial westward jet-the Lower Equatorial Intermediate Current (L-EIC)-that is bounded by two extraequatorial eastward jets: the South and North Intermediate Countercurrents (SICC and NICC). Still deeper, the equatorial zonal circulation is characterized by the presence of intense deep jets that flow alternately westward and eastward down to a 3000-m depth with typical vertical wavelengths of the order of 300 m and amplitudes of roughly 5-20 cm s 21 (e.g., Eriksen 1981; Firing 1987) .
While direct observations have provided some clues about the mean structures and variability of both the EIC and the L-EIC, present available observations are still too sparse to draw robust conclusions regarding their permanence and the causes of their variability. Sparse data are a major impediment since, for example, observations in the west-central equatorial Pacific (1658E-1808) have given rise to large variability of the cumulated transports of both the EIC and the L-EIC between 28S and the equator, from 26.2 Sv to the east in October 1999 to 28.6 Sv to the west in April 2000 (Gouriou et al. 2006 ), leading to a reversal of the net subthermocline zonal transport from approximately 250 to 150 Sv in 6 months, using the assumption that both the EIC and the L-EIC are symmetrical with respect to the equator. As an alternative to the lack of in situ observations, in this manuscript we seek to describe and analyze the EIC and the L-EIC in the Pacific using a state-of-the-art, highresolution oceanic general circulation model (OGCM) validated against all available observations. We address the following two main questions:
1) Are the large variations in observed subthermocline zonal transport a signature of seasonal, intraseasonal, or interannual variability? 2) What are the mechanisms responsible for these changes?
Section 2 describes the in situ data, the OGCM, and its validation. Section 3 analyzes the variability of the EIC and the L-EIC, while focusing on the dominant changes that were found to occur at the seasonal time scale. Section 4 then discusses the mechanisms responsible for these changes, while stressing the key effects of vertically propagating equatorial Rossby waves that are generated in the eastern part of the basin. In the last section of the manuscript, we present a discussion and conclusions.
Data and model

a. In situ data
As a first approximation toward documenting the EIC, we attempted to use annual and seasonal gridded fields of temperature and salinity profiles from the World Ocean Atlas (WOA05; Locarnini et al. 2006; Antonov et al. 2006 ), and we computed dynamic height anomalies and derived zonal geostrophic currents both on and off the equator using the method presented by Picaut and Tournier (1991) . We tested various reference levels (from 500 to 4000 m) for computing relative geostrophic currents. We also tested measured velocities averaged over various layers (of 50-100-m thickness in the upper 300 m) as reference velocities to infer absolute geostrophic currents. Surprisingly, regardless of the tested reference levels or reference velocities, our computed geostrophic EIC was found to be unrealistic in terms of amplitude and vertical and meridional extensions when compared to direct measurements (see the following discussion), which likely reflects the sensitivity of geostrophic calculations at and near the equator to either the large-scale smoothing performed in the WOA05 or to inherent small dynamic height errors. For example, using finite differences to compute the second derivative of dynamic height anomalies over the 18 meridional grid, an error of 1 dyn cm uncorrelated over the grid size gave an error of approximately 1.4 m s 21 for the equatorial geostrophic current. Therefore, inferring seasonal and annual means for the EIC structure from WOA05 temperature and salinity profiles and geostrophic relationships proved inconclusive.
To describe the EIC and the L-EIC, and to validate their structures in the model, we gathered a large number of direct current measurements. Among these, we used 1) mean sections of zonal currents along the equator and across 1658E, obtained from a total of 172 S-ADCP sections carried out in the tropical Pacific from 1438Eto958W during the 1990s (Johnson et al. 2002) ; 2) numerous quasi-synoptic cross-equatorial and equatorial 75-kHz S-ADCP sections collected in 2004-06 from the Joint Archive for Shipboard ADCP (JASADCP) from the University of Hawaii (see Table 1 
b. Model
We utilized the ORCA025 version of the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) ocean general circulation model (OGCM) (Madec 2008) . The model solves primitive equations on an Arakawa (1966) C grid over the global ocean, with 1 /48 horizontal resolution at the equator [tripolar ORCA grid; see Barnier et al. (2006) ] and 50 vertical levels on a z grid. Vertical resolution varies with depth (i.e., 1 m at the surface, 20 m at 100 m, 110 m at 600 m, and 450 m at 5000 m). The model bathymetry results from an interpolation of the 2-minute gridded elevations/bathymetry for the world (ETOPO2V2g) dataset (information online at http:// www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/01mgg04.html) onto the model grid. A partial step formulation (Barnier et al. 2006 ) was applied to the thickness of the bottom layer, and an energy-and enstrophy-conserving scheme was utilized (Arakawa and Lamb 1981) . The vertical physics package was based on a prognostic equation for turbulent kinetic energy (Blanke and Delecluse 1993) . A filtered free surface (Roullet and Madec 2000) Subsurface isotherms were found to slightly and progressively deepen below the thermocline and near the equator over this period. Note that this deepening was not constant in latitude and was geostrophically related to a progressive, though moderate, intensification of the EIC and L-EIC at each longitude over the period of the simulation. We checked that this trend was essentially linear in time, and that no trend was visible in the seasonal cycle of the subthermocline currents and thermal structure, which is the main subject of this paper.
Atmospheric boundary conditions included surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and freshwater. The momentum and precipitation fluxes were prescribed; all of the other fluxes (e.g., heat and evaporation) were diagnosed from specified atmospheric variables using the bulk formula from the Coupled Large-Scale Ice Ocean (CLIO; Goosse et al. 2001) . All atmospheric fields came from daily means computed from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 6-h operational analyses (information online at http://www. ecmwf.int/products/forecasts/guide/). Model salinity was restored weakly to the WOA05 climatology at the sea surface. The large-scale component of the precipitation flux was nudged toward the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP; information online at http:// precip.gsfc.nasa.gov/) results using monthly data from 308Nt o3 0 8S. Monthly mean outputs were analyzed in this study.
Mean and seasonal variability of the observed and modeled EICs
a. Mean EIC
Comparisons between the mean observed and modeled zonal current structures along the equator, from 958W to 1438E, and along 1658E, from 58Nt o5 8S, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . Note that the mean observed structure was obtained from the average of observations mostly collected in the 1990s (Johnson et al. 2002) , while the mean modeled structure denotes the average of monthly means for the 2001-07 period. Along the equator, three zonal currents dominated the upper 400 m, showing similar properties in observations and in ORCA025 (Fig. 2 The second relative maximum of westward velocities associated with the L-EIC is present in ORCA025 below 800 m. The modeled L-EIC has velocities that are similar to the EIC between 1508E and 1708W; however, it weakens more eastward, whereas the upper EIC exhibits maximum velocities (.15 cm s 21 ) between 1708 and 1508W. The L-EIC is separated from the EIC in ORCA025 throughout the basin by an eastward current. The presence of such an eastward current in the observations is not obvious, even though it has been suggested from individual cruises in Delcroix and Hé nin (1988, their Figs. 1 and 2), Gouriou and Toole (1993, their Fig. 3c), and Firing et al. (1998) . Mean sections at 1658E, computed by geostrophy (e.g., Firing et al. 1998; Gouriou et al. 2006) , rather suggest that the EIC and L-EIC cores are separated by a minimum of westward current. Note the progressive eastward shoaling of subsurface currents in the model (from the EUC down to the lower EIC), which is also seen in the observations for the EUC and (though less obviously) for the EIC.
Meridional sections along 1658E (Fig. 3) show comparable latitudinal structures for the currents in the observations and in the model. Both the EIC and the L-EIC are equatorially trapped and do not extend poleward of 28 in either hemisphere. The EIC is bordered on the north and south of the equator by eastward currents, centered near 38Na n d3 8S, and are known as the NSCC and the SSCC or Tsuchiya jets (Rowe et al. 2000) . Both the NSCC and the SSCC prove to be less intense in ORCA025 (,10 cm s the stronger magnitude of the NSCC, as compared to the SSCC, is common to ORCA025 and to the observations. Corresponding standard deviations (not shown here) near the equator are larger between 300 and 500 m (.12.5 cm s 21 ) than deeper, indicating that the EIC is more variable in time than the L-EIC in the model.
At greater depths (below 400 m), observational studies (e.g., Firing 1987 Firing , 1988 Firing et al. 1998; Gouriou et al. 2006) have revealed the presence of subsurface eastward currents (SICC and NICC) at 28Sand28Nthatborderthe L-EIC in the western-central Pacific (see also Fig. 1 ). These currents are not present in the time-averaged meridional section along 1658E in the model. Also of note is the absence of deep jets in the model (not shown) beneath the L-EIC. This may be in part due to the vertical resolution in the model (from 150 m at 1000 m to 350 m at 3000 m), which is too weak in comparison with the vertical scales of the jets (;300 m).
b. Seasonal cycle of the subthermocline currents
Observations indicate that the EIC and the L-EIC are not permanent features of the subsurface circulation in the equatorial Pacific (e.g., Delcroix and Hé nin 1988; Firing et al. 1998 ). Based on surface-to-bottom current measurements repeated at about 1-month intervals along 1598W, from March 1982 to June 1983 , Firing (1987 noted that eastward currents could episodically replace the EIC and the L-EIC, a feature that led him to conclude that the status of these currents was ''nebulous.'' More recently, from L-ADCP measurements along 1658E and along the equator, Gouriou et al. (2006) saw evidence for an intense time variability in equatorial subthermocline currents, with westward velocities (.20 cm s
21
) at the equator in October 1999 reversing to eastward velocities (.25 cm s 21 ) in April 2000 over a large depth range extending from 300 m down to 1200 m (Fig. 4, top) . Comparable reversals of subthermocline currents were simulated in ORCA025 between 38Sa n d 38N during the same months of the year, for example, in October 2006 and April 2007 (Fig. 4, bottom) . The reversal was present from 1648E to 1808 along the equator ( F i g .5 )b o t hi nt h eo b s e r v a t i o n sa n di nO R C A 0 2 5 ,a n d extended from 1358Eto1608W in the model (not shown). In ORCA025 (Fig. 5, bottom ). Such a vertical structure cannot be unambiguously identified from the observations in 1999-2000 (Fig. 5, top) , where the presence of high-frequency small-scale features along with the possible interannual variability of subsurface currents may complicate the picture.
The latitude-time diagram of the current seasonal anomalies (vertically averaged between 450 and 540 m) at 1658E in ORCA025 (Fig. 6, left) shows that the EIC reversal was not specific to 2006-07, but occurred every year between 28S and 28N with comparable timing and magnitude from 2001 to 2007. The finding provides strong numerical evidence that the EIC reversal observed in 1999-2000 in Gouriou et al. (2006) was not an isolated or extreme event, but was rather the signature of a large annual cycle in zonal velocities beneath the thermocline. EIC annual variability was associated with a clear annual variability in potential temperature in the equatorial band (Fig. 6, right) . We determined that the monthly averaged zonal current anomalies associated with the EIC were predominantly in thermal wind balance with potential temperature anomalies in ORCA025, therefore demonstrating that the EIC was essentially geostrophic at seasonal to interannual time scales (not shown here). The mean seasonal cycle of zonal velocities associated with the EIC (vertically averaged between 450-and 540-m depths; Fig. 7 , left) indicates that velocities were westward from July to February (i.e., 8 months over the course of a year) and eastward from March to June (i.e., 4 months out of the year). The EIC was strongest from September to November, with westward velocities greater than 19 cm s 21 at the equator, with the corresponding maximum eastward currents, found in May, of the order of 8 cm s 21 at the equator and greater than 12.5 cm s 21 at 2.58N. Therefore, the EIC in ORCA025 is present in the time average (with mean westward velocities of ;6c ms
) and is subject to an important annual cycle (with a mean peak-to-peak amplitude of ;28 cm s 21 ) that is geostrophic, thus strengthening the time-averaged EIC from August to January and weakening (or reversing) the time-averaged EIC from February to July. At greater depths (between 600-and 1300-m depths), the L-EIC was also subject to intense annual variability, for which the timing (westward maximum in August-September and eastward maximum in April) and amplitude (peak-topeak amplitude of ;21 cm s 21 ) (Fig. 7 , right) were comparable (though leading by ;1-2 months) to the one described above for the EIC. In agreement with observations reported by Firing et al. (1998) and Gouriou et al. (2006) , the EIC and L-EIC reversals in April 2007 in ORCA025 were concomitant with the reversal of off-equatorial currents in the same depth range, from eastward (in October) to westward (in April), between 2.58 and 58 in latitude in both hemispheres (Fig. 4) . The variability in off-equatorial currents was predominantly annual (Figs. 6 and 7) , and out of phase (with approximately half the amplitude) with the EIC and the L-EIC annual cycles, suggesting that the EIC and the L-EIC reversals in boreal spring were the near-equatorial manifestation of the reversal of subthermocline horizontal circulations between 58Sand58N. Off-equatorial potential temperatures were also found to vary annually in phase on both sides of the equator (Fig. 6,  right) . However, in contrast with the annual cycle of zonal currents, which was at a maximum at the equator, the strongest amplitudes for the annual cycle in potential temperatures were found off the equator (near 48Sand38N).
c. Seasonal cycle of the subthermocline transports
The EIC and the L-EIC annual reversals are of potential importance for zonal mass exchanges beneath the thermocline in the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Figure 8 and Table 1 compare the zonal transports, calculated between 28S and 28N and between 300-and 600-m depths (depth reached by most S-ADCP observations), from individual S-ADCP meridional sections carried out during 2004-06 at various longitudes, with the corresponding transports calculated from ORCA025 monthly outputs for the same months, years, and longitudes.
In agreement with above velocity comparisons (section 3b), most transports computed using the observations and O R C A 0 2 5m a t c h e dw e l lb o t hi ns i g na n d ,t oal e s s e r Fig. 8 that zonal transports varied annually at each longitude (with two periods of eastward and westward subthermocline transports over the course of the year), with a phase line of maximum westward transports propagating westward from January -April at 1258W to July-December at 1658E.
A thorough examination of Table 1 shows that zonal transports estimated from observations can vary significantly (more than 10 Sv) for the same month interannually (see, e. Table 1 ). Part of the discrepancy between the observations and the model likely results from the presence of intense high-frequency (intramonthly) variability, as illustrated by the large standard deviations of the ORCA025 intramonthly transports computed using 3-day outputs of the model (;6-7 Sv on average; see Table 1 ). from 28Sto28N (including both the EIC and the L-EIC, red curve) and in the two latitudinal bands between 28 and 5.58 on both sides of the equator. As expected from the above description of the zonal velocities, the time variability in the monthly zonal transport was predominantly annual at and off the equator. At the equator, maximum westward transports associated with the EIC and the L-EIC in August-September (from 236 to 270 Sv depending on the year) were found to reverse each year to maximum eastward transports in April ($140 Sv each year, except in 2004). The mean peakto-peak amplitude in the annual cycle of the zonal transport at the location of the EIC and the L-EIC therefore amounted to ;70 Sv [i.e., approximately 4 times the mean transport (;18 Sv) of the EUC at this longitude (Picaut and Tournier 1991; Gouriou and Toole 1993; Johnson et al. 2002) ]. Note that an interannual modulation in the amplitude of this annual cycle is seen in Fig. 9 , with the largest peak-to-peak variations occurring in 2006-07 (.120 Sv) and the weakest ones occurring in 2003-04 (;50 Sv). The corresponding zonal transports off the equator (between 28 and 5.58 in latitude; Fig. 9 ) are out of phase with the equatorial ones, with maximum off-equatorial eastward transports occurring simultaneously with maximum equatorial westward transports and vice versa. Zonal transports north and south of the equator have comparable magnitudes throughout the period of the study, and partly balance, when added, the annual cycle of the zonal transport associated with the EIC and the L-EIC. The finding shows that, on seasonal time scales, the EIC and L-EIC are the equatorial branches of two horizontal circulation patterns on both sides of the equator that include the above off-equatorial currents and that reverse simultaneously over the course of the year. However, it must be noted that off-equatorial transports experience less interannual variability in ORCA025 than their equatorial counterparts. Unlike the annual cycle, the interannual variability of the EIC and the L-EIC does not seem to be directly associated with these subthermocline horizontal circulations.
Despite the limited vertical resolution (;100-200 m) at intermediate depths in ORCA025, good agreement was found between EIC-L-EIC properties using the available observations and the model, giving us confidence that the annual cycle in the subthermocline was realistic in ORCA025 and most likely the cause for large changes in the EIC-L-EIC zonal transports that were observed by Gouriou et al. (2006) . In the next section, we discuss the mechanisms responsible for this subthermocline annual cycle in the model.
Mechanisms for the EIC seasonal variability a. Evidence of a vertically propagating annual Rossby wave
To investigate the mechanisms responsible for the annual cycle of both the EIC and L-EIC, Fig. 10 presents the longitude-depth distributions of the amplitude, phase, and percentage of explained variance for the annual harmonic in zonal velocities along the equator in ORCA025. Two distinct regions can be identified as follows: 1) above and west of a line schematically extending from 1108W, at 200-m depth, to approximately 1708E, and 2000-m depth, the annual harmonic explains 60%-90% of the variance of the total zonal currents, with an amplitude greater than 8 cm s
21
,and 2) below and east of this line, a ''shadow zone'' is present where the amplitude and percentage of the explained variance of the annual harmonic tend to vanish (except near 1208W where a weak local maximum was found below 800 m).
The region where subthermocline zonal currents experience annual variability thus progressively thickens toward the west, extending to greater depths in the western half of the equatorial Pacific. At 1658E, the annual harmonic of the zonal velocities at the equator (Fig. 10 ) explains more than 70% of the total variance from 200 to 2000 m, and captures the main characteristics of the seasonal cycle of subthermocline currents that were described previously. In agreement with Fig. 7 , the amplitude of the annual harmonic is ;15-20 cm s 21 at 500-m depth and ;10-12 cm s 21 near 1000-m depth, with maximum eastward currents in April and February, respectively, at these two depths (consistent with the 1-2-month phase lag between the EIC and the L-EIC). Table 1 ) and the corresponding month and year in the ORCA025 simulation. Transports were computed between 28S and 28N and between 300-and 600-m depths. Red (blue) denote eastward (westward) transports, and upper dark (lower bright) bars denote transports from S-ADCP observations (from the model). Several estimates are available for a particular month and longitude [e.g., at 1108W, in April, where the top and bottom groups of bars correspond to the KA0401 (2004) and KA0602 (2006) cruises, respectively (see Table 1 )].
Following Lukas and Firing (1985) or Kessler and McCreary (1993) , we estimated the vertical isothermal displacements at each depth and longitude using z 5 T A /(›T/›z), where T A is the amplitude of the annual harmonic and (›T/›z) is the mean vertical gradient of the potential temperature. Vertical isothermal displacements are at a maximum below the thermocline near 38N and 38S, that is, at the latitudes where seasonal anomalies in subsurface temperature were found to be at a maximum (Fig. 6, right) . The amplitudes and explained variances in the annual harmonic of the vertical isotherm displacements along 38N (Fig. 11) have similar spatial patterns to the annual harmonic of the zonal velocities along the equator (Fig. 10) . A comparable distribution was obtained along 48N from hydrographic observations in the tropical Pacific by Kessler and McCreary (1993, their Fig. 2 ), confirming that ORCA025 realistically simulates the annual cycle beneath the thermocline. Such a distribution was also found and discussed in an OGCM by Dewitte and Reverdin (2000) . Note, however, that the maximum amplitudes (.30 m) of the annual harmonic appear in two separate depth ranges, first between 300 and 600 m (at the depth of the EIC) and second below 800 m (at the depth of, and below, the L-EIC), with a relative minimum (lower than 20 m) between them. Such a detailed vertical structure is also present, though less marked, for zonal velocities at the equator (Fig. 10) , which was not apparent in Kessler and McCreary (1993) .
The phase of the strongest eastward currents (Fig. 10 ) increases westward and upward. Phase isolines are all approximately parallel, from the bottom of the thermocline (in the eastern half of the Pacific) to a depth of 2000 m (in the western half of the basin), and closely follow the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) ray path of the vertically propagating meridional mode 1 Rossby wave, as previously noted by Kessler and McCreary (1993) . Similar westward and upward phase propagation was also seen, though less distinctly, in isotherm displacements (Fig. 11) . A comparison of phases along the WKB ray path (thick white lines) in Fig. 10 (December) and Fig. 11 (September) suggests that the annual cycle of isothermal displacements leads the annual cycle of zonal velocities by a quarter cycle (i.e., 3 months) in the deep ocean. In addition, the zonal and vertical wavelengths of this annual wave can be estimated, respectively, using a linear fit to phases in the zonal and vertical directions (between 1608E and 1558W and between 450-and 1300-m depths). Our estimates (respectively, 16 300 6 3000 km for the zonal wavelength and 3900 6 800 m for the vertical wavelength) are in good agreement with estimates based on observations (Lukas and Firing 1985; Kessler and McCreary 1993) . These estimates, along with the quadrature found between the annual cycles of isotherm displacements and zonal velocities, support both the downward propagation of an annual Rossby wave emanating from the base of the thermocline in the eastern Pacific, in ORCA025, as in the observations. Therefore, FIG. 9 . The time evolution of zonal transports (Sv) across 1658E between 410-and 1340-m depths in ORCA025 in four ranges of latitudes: the equatorial contribution (red, 28S-28N), the northern extraequatorial contribution (cyan, 28-5.58N), the southern extraequatorial contribution (green, 5.58-28S), and the total extraequatorial contribution (blue, 5.58-28S 1 28-5.58N). Positive transports are eastward flows.
annual Rossby waves appear to be good candidates for driving the annual cycle of subthermocline currents in the western half of the basin.
East of 1108W, additional downward-slanting phase lines are present below the thermocline (Fig. 11) . A similar feature was found in Kessler and McCreary (1993) and associated with the vertical propagation of a meridional mode 3 Rossby wave generated by reflection at the eastern boundary. However, in the model, the amplitude is rapidly attenuated away from the boundary. Note that such a feature is not clearly present in the annual harmonic of the zonal velocities along the equator (Fig. 10) .
b. CEOF decomposition
The presence of a vertically propagating annual Rossby wave in the equatorial Pacific was further seen with a complex empirical orthogonal functions (C-EOFs; Barnett 1983) decomposition of the monthly averaged zonal velocities along the equator in ORCA025. Unlike EOF decompositions, the C-EOF method is able to isolate dominant patterns of variability that propagate in time and space. The principal component (time evolution) and spatial patterns (real and imaginary parts) of the first C-EOF mode, accounting for 51% of the total variance, are presented in Fig. 12 . The mode was computed between 200-and 2000-m depths in order to get rid of the strongly energetic near-surface currents, the SEC and the EUC. The temporal evolution of this mode FIG. 10 . The annual harmonic of monthly averaged zonal velocities along the equator from the ORCA025 simulation: (top) the amplitude (cm s 21 ), (middle) the phase (month), and (bottom) the explained variance (%). The phase is defined by the month of the strongest eastward currents. The WKB ray path of a vertically propagating meridional mode 1 Rossby wave originating from the eastern Pacific is superimposed. Fig. 10 , but for estimated vertical displacement (m) of monthly averaged isotherms along 38N.
FIG. 11. As in
( Fig. 12, top) is similar to the time evolution of the zonal transport below the thermocline and between 28S and 28N at 1658E (Fig. 9) , capturing both the predominance of an annual cycle and some interannual variability (the strongest event in 2006-07 and the weakest event in 2003-04). The zonal velocity field resulting from this C-EOF mode was l r (t)C r (x, z) 1 l i (t)C i (x, z), where l r (t)a n d l i (t) are the real and imaginary principal components (PC), and C r (x, z) and C i (x, z) are the real and imaginary spatial patterns. In April of each year, the imaginary PC (blue line) vanished and the real PC (red line) was positive: the real spatial pattern of the first C-EOF mode (Fig. 12, middle) then accounted for the distribution of the zonal velocities along the equator, and corresponded to months when both the EIC and the L-EIC at 1658E flowed eastward (Fig. 7) , in agreement with strong positive anomalies (.7.5 cm s
21
) extending downward from 200 to 2000 m at that longitude. The same spatial pattern, with opposite signs, occurred in October, when the imaginary PC again vanished each year but when the real PC was negative, corresponding to the month when the EIC and the L-EIC were at their yearly maxima at 1658E.
In the opposite situation, when the real PC vanished (during July and January in most years), the imaginary spatial pattern (Fig. 12, bottom) accounted for the equatorial distribution of the zonal velocities (as occurs in July when the imaginary PC is positive, with the opposite sign in January when the imaginary PC is negative). During these months, zonal velocity anomalies are of opposite signs above and beneath 800 m at 1658E. The spatial and imaginary patterns illustrate the upward and westward propagation of the negative anomalies, which are seen at middepths and in the center of the basin in April (Fig. 12,  middle) , subsequently fully occupy the region west of 1608W in July (Fig. 12, lower) , and finally cover only a small fraction of the upper western corner of the basin in October (Fig. 12, middle; with the opposite sign). The comparison of Figs. 8 and 12 shows that this C-EOF mode explains well the seasonal variability of near-equatorial transports (between 300-and 600-m depths) along the equator, in particular the westward propagation and the timing of the maximum westward transports at each longitude (in November-December at 1658E, in JulySeptember near 1708W).
A similar C-EOF decomposition was performed on the meridional section of the ORCA025 zonal velocities along 1658E (Fig. 13) . The first mode explained 68% of the total variance. As before, the real part (Fig. 13,  middle) captures the large-scale vertical structures of positive velocity anomalies at the equator extending downward from 200 to 2000 m in March-April and reversing to negative velocity anomalies in SeptemberOctober. The anomaly is associated with westward offequatorial currents on both sides of the equator that have maxima centered near 48N and 58S. The meridional structure is also in large part compatible with a vertically propagating meridional mode 1 Rossby wave, even though a weak asymmetry in the amplitude and latitude of the maximum off-equatorial currents can be seen. The imaginary part (Fig. 13, bottom) agrees with Fig. 12 (bottom) and illustrates the phase lag in the vertical direction between the annual cycles of the EIC and L-EIC between 28S and 28N.
c. Forcing of the annual variability
Using a linear continuously stratified model, Kessler and McCreary (1993) demonstrated that the annual Rossby wave that they observed in the subthermocline was generated by the westward-propagating component of the zonal wind in the equatorial Pacific. Using this viewpoint, the main characteristics of the vertically propagating Rossby wave (amplitude, period, and zonal wavelength) were therefore externally constrained by the corresponding characteristics of the westward-propagating zonal wind stress along the equator.
To investigate the role of annual wind forcing on the generation of the annual Rossby wave in our simulation, Fig. 14 presents the amplitude, the phase, and the explained variance of the annual harmonic of the zonal component of the ECMWF wind stress (used to force the model). As previously described by Lukas and Firing (1985) , Kessler and McCreary (1993) , and Dewitte and Reverdin (2000) , the annual component of zonal wind stress above the equatorial Pacific essentially consists of two distinct signals: 1) away from the equator, a standing annual variability predominates, explaining more than 60% of the total variance, and is at a maximum in August and January, respectively, in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, and 2) in close vicinity to the equator, the annual zonal wind stress propagates westward with maximum magnitudes between 38Sa n d1 8Ne a s to f1 4 0 8W, explaining more than 60% of the total variance. Note the presence of a second, weaker, relative maximum at the equator near 1658E that explains approximately 40% of the total variance near this longitude. Along the equator, the phase of the annual wind (Fig. 14,  middle) propagates nearly linearly from east to west: the apparent zonal wavelength (;15 300 km, as estimated from a linear fit to phases) is similar to the one obtained before for the annual Rossby wave in the ocean (see section 4a), in agreement with Kessler and McCreary (1993) .
The longitude-time diagram of zonal wind stress anomalies along the equator (Fig. 15, left) Fig. 9 shows that the interannually varying amplitudes of the seasonal cycles of zonal wind stress anomalies along the equator, and of the subthermocline zonal transports associated with the EIC and the L-EIC across 1658E, are in good agreement. The finding suggests that the interannual modulation in the amplitude of the annual Rossby wave in the subthermocline, and of the resulting reversal of the EIC and the L-EIC at 1658E, is externally forced by the interannual variability of the westward-propagating annual zonal wind stress along the equator.
Discussion and conclusions
The numerous ADCP observations analyzed here (Table 1) indicate that the large reversal of near-equatorial subthermocline zonal transports observed between October 1999 and April 2000 in the western Pacific (Gouriou et al. 2006) was not an isolated event. Instead, an intense time variability of subthermocline zonal currents was observed over many years and throughout the Pacific Ocean along the equator. These observations are still too sparse to fully document the main properties FIG. 13 . As in Fig. 12 , but along 1658E.
of this variability. An OGCM simulation for the tropical Pacific Ocean, which is capable of simulating such a 6-month reversal with realistic amplitude, was analyzed to determine the origins of the variability. The simulation indicates that this reversal is the signature of an intense annual variability of middepth equatorial currents. The main mechanism responsible for this variability was the presence of annual meridional mode 1 Rossby waves below the thermocline. The Rossby waves are generated in the upper ocean by the westward-propagating annual component of the equatorial zonal wind stress and, subsequently, propagate downward to great depths in the western Pacific Ocean. The existence of such annual vertically propagating Rossby waves was previously inferred in the literature from subsurface temperature observations alone (Lukas and Firing 1985; Kessler and McCreary 1993) . The present work is, to our knowledge, the first to address questions relating to the impacts of these annual Rossby waves on middepth zonal mass transports in the equatorial Pacific, in relation to ADCP observations. Comparable annual variability for zonal currents has been observed below the thermocline in the equatorial Atlantic from S-ADCP and L-ADCP observations (Brandt and Eden 2005) . In the Atlantic, as well as in the Pacific, the mechanisms by which annual wind forcing at the surface can penetrate across the sharp equatorial thermocline are still being debated. Using an analytical study, Gent and Luyten (1985) suggested that the thermocline should reflect most of the wind-induced vertical energy flux, meaning that most of the annual variability would remain confined to the upper ocean. On the other hand, Rothstein et al. (1985) found that the energy associated with the periodic forcing of equatorial Kelvin waves could propagate throughout the pycnocline, due to multiple partial reflections of energy waves in the thermocline and at the ocean surface. Recently, Dewitte and Reverdin (2000) , for the Pacific, and Thierry et al. (2004) and Brandt and Eden (2005) , for the Atlantic, showed that the annual variability in middepth ocean in numerical simulations was related to the presence of not only wind-generated Kelvin and Rossby beams, but also to Rossby beams generated by the reflection of windgenerated Kelvin beams at the eastern boundary. Such reflected Rossby waves were also found in the analytical model by Kessler and McCreary (1993) ; however, the influences of these reflections in the deep ocean have never been convincingly demonstrated from observations until now. The debate is thus still open.
The large amplitudes of the annual cycles of the subthermocline currents (15 cm s 21 for the EIC and 10 cm s 21 for the L-EIC; see Fig. 7 ), significantly exceeding the long-term means of these currents (10 cm s 21 for the EIC and 5 cm s 21 for the L-EIC; see Fig. 3 ) along with the great depths reached by annual Rossby waves in the western Pacific, lead to huge variations in the subthermocline zonal transports between 28S and 28Ni n the western Pacific at seasonal time scales (from ;50 Sv westward in October to ;50 Sv eastward in April, between 300-and 1200-m depths, across 1658E). This large transport variability below the thermocline raises questions regarding its importance for the zonal mass and heat balance of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. To quantify the respective roles for the mean and temporally varying, FIG. 14. The spatial distribution of the annual harmonic of the monthly averaged zonal wind stress in the ORCA025 simulation: (top) the amplitude (10 22 Nm
22
), (middle) the phase (month), and (bottom) the explained variance (%). The phase is defined as the month of the strongest eastward wind stress anomalies. middepth currents for zonal exchanges beneath the thermocline, we computed the distances that Lagrangian particles would cover in middepth due to permanent and annually varying components of the zonal velocity using the above estimates for the amplitudes of annual currents and their annual cycle. Over the course of 1 yr, both components lead to comparable Lagrangian displacements on the order of 108-158 in longitude within the EIC and the L-EIC cores, emphasizing the importance of the annual cycle for water mass displacements beneath the thermocline at annual time scales.
In agreement with the latitudinal structure of meridional mode 1 Rossby waves, these near-equatorial zonal transports are partly compensated for at seasonal time scales by zonal transports of opposite sign on both sides of the equator (approximately within 28 and 5.58 in latitude).
Both the EIC and the L-EIC are, therefore, associated with intense horizontal circulations at annual time scales in the equatorial band (between 5.58S and 5.58N). Hence, the horizontal circulation induces large velocity meridional gradients between equatorial currents and their extraequatorial return counterparts. Such gradients may ultimately generate enhanced lateral mixing below the thermocline that still needs to be quantified. Finally, the amplitudes of the annual cycle for these near-equatorial subthermocline transports in the simulation experience some interannual variability that appears to be related to the interannual modulation of the annual zonal wind stress along the equator. However, the result, based on a short-duration (6 yr) simulation, needs to be confirmed by the analysis of longer-duration simulations. An important conclusion of this paper is that the timeaveraged meridional section of zonal currents, presented schematically in Fig. 1 , does not account for the subthermocline circulation in the western equatorial Pacific throughout the year. The EIC and the L-EIC are not permanent westward currents but reverse into eastward currents in boreal spring. In addition, large intramonthly and interannual variability in subthermocline zonal transports was found in the model (see Table 1 or Fig. 8) . Evidence of such variability can also be found in the sparse observations, for example from the current profiles of 41 cross-equatorial cruises during the Line Islands Profiling Project (LIPP) from March 1982 to June 1983 (Firing 1987, his Fig. 4) , showing strong subthermocline currents of opposite direction at 1598WinJune1982and June 1983 (Firing et al. 1998, their Fig. 2) . A close look at the LIPP measurements (not shown) suggests that the time variability of subthermocline currents at 1598Wwas predominantly annual in 1982, in agreement with the mean annual cycle computed at this longitude in our model, and that the strong reversal of deep currents in June 1983 was likely to be related to the stronger than usual 1982-83 ENSO event, which led, for instance, to the quasi-disappearance of the EUC in December 1982 (Firing et al. 1983 ). Further observational and numerical studies would be needed to document and understand the intraseasonal and interannual variability in subthermocline currents. The presence of such variability indicates that a limited number of S-ADCP observations may introduce some biases in the description of the mean/ seasonal zonal currents below the thermocline in the equatorial Pacific.
Despite the low vertical resolution (six points over the full depth range of the EIC and L-EIC) and the moderate horizontal resolution ( 1 /48) of the ORCA025 model, both the amplitude and time variability of the EIC were found to be realistic in the simulation. A twin simulation (not shown), with the same vertical resolution but enhanced horizontal resolution ( 1 /128), revealed no significant changes in the properties and time variability of the EIC and L-EIC, suggesting that these modeled currents did not critically depend on horizontal resolution, as long as the meridional resolution is equal to, or finer than, 1 /48 in latitude. Additional simulations would be useful in the future in order to determine the sensitivity of our results to the vertical resolution.
